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CORRESPONDENCE.

Ciceronian Hall, Taylorsville, N. C, June 11th, 1858.

PROF. JAS. H. HILL—

Dear Sir :—As an organ of the Ciceronian Society, we would tender our

thanks for the able and very interesting Address delivered by yourself on the

luth hist., before the Ciceronian and Platonic Societies of the United Baptist

Institute ; and we would also respectfully solicit a copy of the same for publi-

cation.

Hoping you will comply with our request, and with the best wishes both

of ourselves personally, and of the Society we represent, for your future- pros-

perity and happiness, we remain very respectfully your obedient servants,

J. H. YARBOROUGH,
A. R. ('HEX
L>. C. CRAWFORD

iOBOUGH,
)

.'AULT, J-Cc
VFORD,

Statesville, N. C, July 2Sth, 1858.

Gentlemen :

Your communication of the 11th ult. has been received. The Address, a

copy of which you solicit for publication, having been prepared in the midst

of the unusually confining labors of my avocation, was not expected to be

presented to the reading community ; and it is, therefore, with much diffi-

dence that I have concluded to comply with yonr request
;

yet, coming, as it

doea^ from those with whom I have, till recently, been so pleasantly associa-

ted, it cannot consistently be denied.

Very respectfully,

JAS. H. HILL.

To Messrs. J. II. Yarborough,
A. R. Chenauxt, }• Committee.
J. C. Crawford,

>t\



ADDRESS.

Gentlemen or the Ciceronian and Platonic Societies :

As the wean- pilgrim after long absence gladly revisits his once

oft frequented shrine, so I now return to this consecrated temple

of learning. I come not as formerly, summoned by the far-sound-

ing peals of yonder bell, to spend hours in the delightful task of

rearing the tender thought, or to hear from willing minds the well-

studied page of classic lore ; I come not to behold the toiling stu-

dent with increasing strength and resolute attempt, surmounting

the obstacles and overcoming the difficulties that impede his on-

ward course ; but I come, following in the footsteps of more worthy

predecessors, to share in the enjoyments of this literary festival,

and to perform the honorable part which your kind, but unmerited

preference has assigned me.

The age in which Ave live, is characterized by some of the most

striking results of human genius that the world has ever witnessed.

The discovery and application of agencies, of which the wisdom of

antkpiity never dreamed, or the profoundest philosophers of later

ages never imagined, have produced changes truly astonishing

both in the physical and social condition of man. His physical la-

"bors are now either wholly superseded, or greatly alleviated by

agents more powerful than the fabulous genii of the ancients. The

sailor no longer toils at the oar or awaits the uncertain breeze to

waft him to the distant haven ; fearless of wind and wave, he rap-

idly glides "o'er the glad waters of the dark blue sea" on the va-

porous wings of steam. By its exhaustless power the task of gi-

ants is performed with inconceivable rapidity, and the work of the

delicate lady with indescribable accuracy and precision; it drives

our machinery, carts our produce, prints our books, weaves our

cloth, hammers our iron, and how far its province may yet be ex-

tended, who is prophet enough to foretell ?

But lately a project* has been proposed, the accomplishment of

*The construction of a railroad underneath the English Channel.



which will arouse the monster of the deep from their dark caverns

by the shrill whistle of the engine speeding onward beneath them;

the huge Leviathan alarmed at the approach of the unseen inva-

der, will doubtless seek parts unknown, and never more return to

sport in the waters of his favorite Atlantic. But with this won-

derful accession to man's physical power and the great changes

thus effected in the habits of society, many errors, directly or in-

directly springing therefrom, have sprung up and become preva-

lent—errors which are somewhat peculiar to this age and nation,

some of which are the indigenous plants of this rich American

soil, and seem to flourish most where the light of civilization most

clearly shines; and since, as well remarked by one of the greatest

of living authors, "it is in general more profitable to reckon up our

defects than to boast of our attainments," it is our design on the

present occasion, briefly to consider some of the leading character-

istics and popular errors of the day.

The first which I propose to notice, is the disposition manifested

both in practice and theory to conform our mental training to

principles evinced in our physical progress. The rapidity with

which we are enablad to perform all mechanical labor, by the nu-

merous appliances of science and art, has gradually infused into

us a spirit of progress that will not be content with the slow pro-

cess by which all real mental improvement is to be obtained
;
pro-

gress, incompatible with the laws of mind, is desired
; advancement

proportionate to external facilities, is sought. "We estimate all

progress by the speed we make, and efforts are continually making

in this fast age, to increase the march of mind in a ratio corres-

ponding to external progression. Many new inventions have been

sought out by the seemingly wise of the day to facilitate and accel-

erate mental development,—easy and short methods of gaining

vast amounts of knowledge in brief periods of time, have been de-

vised and promulgated to the world, by which the process of in-

tellectual training is supposed to be made easy and rapid; these

are the swift locomotives that are to carry us along the road to

learning on the soft cushion of ease. By some they are regarded

as improvements of the age, that indicate the superiority of present

systems of instruction to all that have preceded them
; but whilst

it is readily admitted that there are advantages in this period of

of the world, favoring the accumulation of knowledge, such as nu-



merous books and improved systems of diffusing intelligence, may

afford, it is a lamentable error to suppose that the mind can be

more speedily trained than ill former-ages; the principles apper-

taining t<> it have ever boon, and must ever remain the same ; the

cultivation of its powers, is a process that can never be much ab-

breviated, by the skill and art of man
; no mechanical agency can

ever be applied to it that will materially accelerate its progress ; like

the growth of the forest oak, it is gradual, imperceptible to the

eye, and all the rubbish of books and systems that can be thrown

around it, though affording it sustenance and the elements of

growth, can never rapidly force it to maturity.

But much of the practice of the present day, is not in accord,

ance with these fundamental principles, the student is hurried on

in some prescribed course, measuring his progress by the number

of books he uses, until his education is said to he finished, till it

is imagined that he has reached the " ne plus ultra" of human at-

tainments, while too often the most superficial observer may de-

tect the fallacy of his pretensions.

The grand business of Education is grossly misapprehended by

many even of our pretended educators
; its province, which is to

train and develop the faculties of the mind, is made to consist in

piling Up words, till the natural force and power, inherent in every

rational learner, is even buried and suppressed under the cumbrous

load of unavailable jargon. Words are taught without ideas
;

the names of things and not the things are learned. Hence the

superficial attainments of many who are called educated,—hence

the pedantry and arrogance displayed by those of boasted profici-

ency in mental acquirements,—hence the stream of knowledge,

though much widened in our land within the last half century, has

not much increased in depth ; indeed, the more widely it spreads,

the more shallow it seems to become ; and whilst the manner of

educating is so much assimilated to the speed and haste, with which

everything is executed, to which mechanical force can be applied,

thorough scholarship and deep learning will not be generally

found even amongst the so-called educated class of our people.

—

The science of mind does not receive that attention amongst us

that its importance demands ; elated with the brilliant achieve-

ments of physical science and the great advancement in our ex-

ternal condition, the laws relating to mind, and the principles that
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apply to its development, are seldom investigated ; and unless this

essential prerequisite to a highly refined and literary taste, is se-

cured, the spirit now manifested by the people of our country,

will disappoint the hopes and expectations so generally entertain-

ed. It is, indeed, a favorable indication of yet greater excellence

and more general intelligence, but the fastness of the times is im-

pressing itself upon this laudable spirit to such an extent, that we

are in danger of losing sight of tins grand object, and of being sa-

tisfied with a mere superficial progress. This erroneous tendency

should be met with decision and opposed with firmness by all

who have any control or influence in the educational interests of

our nation.

But another prominent feature in the American character of

the present day, is Impatience. This prevalent disposition, pecu-

liar in degree if not in kind, to our nation, is obvious to every

careful observer. It manifests itself in the restless activity so com-

mon in the pursuits of life—in the rapidity with which we end! ,e

vor to obtain every object—in the fretfulness and despondency,

evinced in difficulty and disappointment in our dislike to endure

the labor and toil necessary for the accomplishment of any noble

(
. IK]—

i

n our averseness to restraint and want of self-denial, and in

our eagerness speedily to obtain the greatest rewards for the best

exertion. The great improvements of the age have, in some de-

gree, contributed to the augmentation of this erroneous disposi-

tion. Accustomed by the use of machinery and other swift-mov-

ing agents to perform almost all labor speedily and with compara-

tively little effort, we cannot patiently submit to any long and te-

dious methods. The great facilities for travel, so far surpassing

in every respect, all former modes of conveyance, have faded to

satisfy the restless impetuosity of the present generation—dashing

along at the flying rate of fifty miles per hour, lounging upon the

soft cushion of the magnificent steam coach, the modern traveler

frets and complains of intolerable slowness and delay, more than

he, who but a few years ago crept along over rough roads in jolt-

ing vehicles, at the snail-like rate of three miles per hour.

Can such Impatience be at all favorable to mental develop-

ment ;
which must yet necessarily be accomplished by the same

means as it formerly was ? This is a process which no invention

can successfully shorten ; there "is no royal road to learning," nor



any railway to make easy and rapid the advance to literary excel-

lence. Hence, unwilling to be confined to the long, tedious and

difficult pathway, that leads to proficiency, the .student in school

too soon throws aside his hooks to engage in some of the

various callings of life
;
too soon the apprentice quits the shops of

the master workman ;
too soon the physician drops the theory for

the practice ; too soon the lawyer forsakes his secluded retreat for

the doubtful chances of the Bar; too soon the teacher "robed in

a little brief authority, plays such fantastic tricks before high hea-

ven as to make the" urchins "weep"; and the minister too soon

retires from the private cloister to the public desk.

The want of patience to prepare for these high and responsible

stations, has imposed upon the public, a host of superficial claim-

ants, who are but little honor or service to their country. The

eager and impatient desire to obtain the end without using the re-

quired means, prevents that thorough preparation essential to true

excellence in any pursuit of life. The learned professions are thus

crowded by numbers who, witn but little knowledge of their call-

ing; with minds little accustomed to the restraints of study must
succeed, if they succeed at all, by imposing upon a too credulous

public, until experience may, perhaps, supply them sufficient skill

to gain a scanty livelihood in the pursuit of their choice. Much
study and preparation are required by those who would faithfully

honestly and honorably discharge the duties belonging to the va-

rious professions. None can ever attain to worth and eminence
without these requirements. The Latin poet has beautifully ex-

pressed this important truth

:

" Qui cupit optatam cursu contingere metam
Multa tulit fecitque puer, sudavit et alsit."

It matters not where this preparation may be made, whether in

school or college, or some secluded cloister, provided it can be
done as well. But how often do we see young aspirants for an
ignoble distinction, for the name and title, anxious to become what
they wish, and impatient under close study and application, begin
the practice of their profession before they have more than a smat-

tering knowledge of its principles; and instead of becoming an
honor to it, and instead of contributing to its improvement they
diminish its dignity, deceive and disappoint friends and patrons.—
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'' Every man is a debtor to his profession, and since he desires to

receive honor and profit from it, it is his duty in return, to endea-

vor to reflect honor upon it, and to he an ornament unto it."

Those who are ambitious for literary fame, manifest in their

writings, a degree of impatience altogether unfavorable to solid

worth or true merit. The books that are almost continually teem-

ing from the press of our country, exhibit but few marks of pa-

tient thought and deep research. Fiction, clothed in bombastic and

swelling words, pandering to the vitiated taste of the impatient

reader, evinces the design and merit of the hasty scribbler; and

were the lighter productions of the present day, winnowed of

their chaff, but few precious grains of unstolen truths would re-

main.

But the credulity of the American people is perhaps more ob-

servable than either of the last mentioned characteristics. It is

this erroneous inclination that affords to impostors and pretenders

such notorious success. There is scarcely anything too grossly

false, or too ludicrously absurd, t§D strange or marvelous, to gain

the belief of thousands in this enlightened land. No doubt, the

wonderful achievements of art, so startling and inconceivable to

those unversed in science or unskilled in philosophy, have indi-

rectly encouraged this credulous spirit : compelled to believe those

wonders of invention so common in this age, by the impression

made upon the senses, and to receive the assertions of others, as

to the laws by which they are governed, we more readily give

credit and attach importance to the fictitious claims and preten-

sions of impostors, without weighing evidence or consulting rea-

son. Hence impositions the most ridiculous and unreasonable,

have been, in a variety of ways, repeatedly palmed upon us.

—

New schemes of imposture are almost daily proclaimed, the suc-

cess of which is manifest proof of our great credulity. All trades

and professions, however honorable in themselves, have been and

are still, dishonored by numbers of impudent pretenders. The

world-renowned Barnum has sufficiently tested the insatiable pro-

pensity of our northern brethren, for imposition on a grand scale.

When Barnum spoke his wondrous but lucrative lies, all New
York believed ; none so unreasonable and false in appearance, as

not to be welcomed by the credulous people.

In truth, a little imposition is thought necessary in effecting any
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great undertaking—noble or ignoble—and is frequently employed

by the advocates of truth. To obtain the success of some darling

enterprise, false impressions are made, and extravagant induce-

ments presented, to gain the credence, and get the cash of the

people. "Whether or not, good enterprises should be carried out

in this way, is a moral question which we will not now discuss.

The prevalence of quackery may justly be attributed to our

credulity. False systems of medicine have been matured and

promulgated amongst the good people of the land, the claims of

which are wholly untenable
;
yet they have gained the confidence

and patronage of many ; and it is only as sad experience teaches,

what reason and observation might have discovered, that they are

discredited. The most required on the part of the practitioners in

these systems, is boldness to apply the cure—all remedy, be the

disease what it may, a little jmtience to await the doubtful effect,

and assurance to demand a bountiful remuneration. Behold the

Patent Medicines, the unfailing virtues of which are proclaimed

from almost every public door'in town or country, and concerning

which, if half that is asserted be true, man would seldom or never

die
;

yet, what vast quantities of them are purchased, even by in-

telligent persons, whose common sense and judgment, that would

enable them to detect other impositions, seem here to fail.

The crafty politician is generally far more indebted, for his suc-

cess, to the stupid credulity of his fellow-citizens, than to their ap-

preciation of true merit. By flattering words and bold pretentions

of patriotism and devotion to the interests of his beloved country-

men, he sways their opinions, wins their votes, and obtains the

station to which he aspires. Strange, indeed, in this enlightened

age, thus to see little men, in whom there is neither strength of

mind nor firmness of principle, promoted to the high stations of

our country. It has become almost impossible for a man of real

worth and noble attainments, who will not gull, exaggerate and

flatter, to gain political honors. When has so gross an error

sprung up in any civilized land as the spirit-rapping mania of the

North. Yet the learned as well as the unlearned have become its

advocates. Men who would judge correctly, and reason well, in

regard to the common affairs of life, have yielded to the impres-

sion, that the spirits of the dead return to earth, and from the sa-
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cred oracles of American dining rooms, respond prophetically to

the absurd interrogatories of credulous inquirers.

Another, and the last error, to which we shall allude, is our

extravagance. This is common to most nations, in a greater or

less degree ; but from it have proceeded some consequences, that

are peculiar to our own. Americans have become extravagant in

their notions, and extravagant in their habits and manners.

Fashion sways her gaudy sceptre from one extremity of the land

to the other, thousands of dollars, and the health and happiness, and

even the lives of many, are annually sacrificed to this fickle and

changeable goddess. The expenditures for show and dress have

increased to such an extent, and the income from honest labor and

industry has increased so little, that both money and credit have

been weighed in the balance of settlement, and found wanting
;

and the present crisis, under which both rich and poor have, for

some time been struggling, and which for a while, dismantled the

emulous votaries of fashion of their gorgeous finery, is traceable

to our unbounded extravagance. JVhilo other less free countries

have an aristocracy of blood, which, though undistinguished by

any peculiar mark of dress, is acknowledged by all ; we have an

aristocracy of wealth, which would always be recognized by ex-

ternal splendor and costly array. But the less wealthy class, un-

willing to submit to this kind of superiority, are continually apeing

their style and fashion : and thus has arisen an ever-increasing

emulation which drains the coffers of the rich, and drowns the cre-

dit of the less affluent. But the moral influence thus exerted, is

the greater evil ; its tendency, as the history of other nations will

testifv, is to demoralize and corrupt. There is no limit to the

pride and vanity of man, when thus gratified and strengthened.

—

The rush for gain to satisfy the desire for show and pleasure is no

very favorable omen in a nation's history.

If the observation made by one of the wise men of the ancients

be true, " that the direct way to ruin a man, is to dress him up in

fine clothes," we are surely, as a people, tending to ruin. We
have become the servile imitators of the French, in this vanity of

apparel, and there we may behold its influence ; they are a super-

ficial and corrupt people ; their genius is employed in endeavoring

to add something more to an already btirdensome apparel. And

Paris style and novelties are greedily sought and imitated through-
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out our cities and towns ;
soon, any additional ribbon attached in

the French Capital, will be seen fluttering in the streets of New
York, thence throughout the land. The frugal manners and domestic

discipline of our ancestors have been too much relaxed by the

philosophy and spirit of the present day. By our extravagance

and the indulgence thus given to the rising youth of our country,

a host of fast young men have been turned out upon Society, de-

nominated Young America. He is a creature of extravagant ha-

bits. A vain, egotistical, half-educated stripling, he submits to no

laws but the laws of fashion ; hears no counsellor but the encour-

a^er of his vanity ; craves no distinction but that of display
;
loves

no pursuit but that of pleasure ; he derides the wisdom of the wise

and extols the folly of fools ; he is a mere cipher in worthlessness.

One thin^ remarkable in this novel character, is that he never

was a boy ; in his wisdom, he has discarded this obsolete vestige

of other days ;
in his fastness, he has overleaped this tmimportant

period. Boys once were common, even in this century ; but where

are they now ? Gone like " the baseless fabric of a vision." Go

to the schoolroom, or the town among some of the faster inhabi-

tants of the land, and you will be expected by the smaller tribe,

to address them by the appropriate appellation of young men.

Amono- the ancient Romans, custom and law established a mode of

dress to distinguish youth from manhood. Boys were not allow-

ed to assume the "toga virilis," until they had attained a certain

a°-e and performed the necessary requirements of study and labor

imposed upon them. They wore their appropriate dress till that

time. They were known and treated as boys, they felt and acted

like boys, and were prepared like boys for a serviceable manhood.

But young America has dispensed with all such superfluous dis-

tinctions and preparatory steps. "What good can be expected

from youth brought up in the indulgence of everything that can

gratify the cravings of the heart ? Subjected to so little restraint

of authority, and released from the necessity of manual labor, un-

trained to habits of industry and self-denial, they pride themselves

in their lavish expenditures, and often the hard earnings accumu-

lated by the labor and toil of parents, are recklessly squandered by

prodigal sons.

Having thus briefly sketched the subject proposed, we desist

from any further consideration of this dark side of the picture,
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(rusting that your lives may be so shaped as to avoid the conse-

quences resulting from these erroneous tendencies', and that you

may love and pursue that course which will lead to worth and ex-

cellence. Young men of the present day are too apt to forget

that great labor, that long and continued application, are the

only sure means by which success is to be attained ;
" that for a

nation or an individual, true progress is to be measured by the

character formed, and the attainments acquired, and notshy the

distance traveled."

The history of great men of all ages, demonstrate the necessity

of thorough study and patient application to achieve true great-

ness. They have never been characterized by impatience and

haste in their preparation, or by their eagerness to appear upon

the stage of active life. The great and illustrious Milton was for

five years a laborious student at his father's house, after having

graduated with distinguished scholarship at a famed University.

He there made a remark which should be stamped upon the mem-

ory of the eager and hasty student of our day, that he " cared

not how late he came into life, only that he cexa&fit? and that he

did come fit, his immortal poems will ever testify. The great men of

our own nation, who have left behind them the noblest examples

for our imitation, substantiate the truth, that " there is no excel-

lence without great labor."

" Lives of great men all remind us,

That we can make our lives sublime,

And departing leave behind us

Foot-prints on the sands of time."

Continuing the superficial attainments of the mere sciolist, pre-

pare yourselves thoroughly for whatever noble object is before

you; be patient; "learn to labor and to wait;" pursue study for

the love of it and not the name. Distinction and profit, obtained

by any other means than real merit, should be regarded as unwor-

thy of the sons of noble ancestors ; may you be inspired by their

.examples, and feel that,

" Life has import more inspiring,

Than the fancies of thy youth

;

It has hopes as high as heaven,

It has labor, it has truth.
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It has wrongs that may be righted,

Noble deeds that may be done

—

Tls great battles are unfaught,

Its great victories unwon."

A wide field is open to those who aspire to eminence and dis-

tinction. Your lots are given you in a land where thought plays

untrammelled, where no blighting shadow of Despotism ever

darkens the clear day of Freedom. By your own exertions, you

may attain to the highest honors of your country. And a voice

comes from the spot, where lies entombed the dust of your fath-

ers, demanding of all who repose under the guardian tree of Li-

berty, their most cheerful and unreserved exertions for its prospe-

rity. Then gird your hearts with fortitude, and renew the strug-

gle with redoubled vigor. Here you have the voice of Experi-

ence to direct and instruct you ; to encourage and assist you in the

laudable pursuit of Learning. Here you have tliQ counsels of

kind instructors to guide you in the path of virtue and rectitude.

—

Let your exertions be such here, and your course be such hereafter,

in whatever sphere of action you may be placed, that you may re-

flect honor upon them, and upon this institution, and be pointed

out by them, like the Gracchi of old, as the jewels of their

pride. Strive to be useful. Eemember that your opportunities

and advantages increase your obligations and responsibilities.

—

" You are to be weighed, by both God and man, in the measure

of your usefulness;" and the important point in your Destiny, turns

upon this question. Do you intend to be useful or not ?

Here you are principally to form your characters, and to prepare

for the respective parts awaiting you in hfe. Here you are to

furnish the weapons with which you are to contend upon the broad

arena of the world. Then, press on, and drink deeper and still

deeper draughts from this Pierian fount. Seize the moments as

they fly, and pluck bright improvement from their gilded wings.

—

Thus you may gain glory and renown, and win victories of mind

that shall herald your names to earth's remotest bounds

—

" What is its earthly victory ! Press on !

For it hath tempted angels, yet press on

!

For it shall make you mighty among man

;

Press on ! for it is godlike to unloose

The spirit, and forget yourself in thought

;

Press on ! for in the grave there is no work,
And no device—Press on ! while yet ye may."












